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Welcome to a partnership designed to meet your investment goals
The world’s best financial adviser firms don’t
flatter themselves in believing they are sufficiently
competent in managing portfolios for their clients.
In 2012, in what was a market-leading event
in Southeast Asia, Infinity forged an exclusive
partnership with London-based investment
management company, Tilney. This collaboration
was driven by Infinity’s desire to seek out the best
investment managers to enable us to provide our
clients with comprehensive, consistent, risk-adjusted
asset management. Tilney perfectly matched, and
even exceeded, our most optimistic expectations.
They are simply pre-eminent in their field, as
evidenced by the host of major industry awards they
have won.

Tilney has been providing the Southeast Asia
expatriate community with an award-winning
professional investment management service since
2012, when our collaboration with Infinity began. This
partnership has grown from strength to strength
and we have been able to help more and more
people with managing their assets efficiently and
effectively – we have worked with Infinity to raise the
bar for clients in Southeast Asia and to provide an
investment service that is second to none.

At Infinity, we understand the importance of
separating our job as professional financial planners
from that of asset manager. These are two very
different roles and there is a real danger for clients
when financial planners start moonlighting as stock
pickers and investment gurus. The beauty of our
partnership is that it empowers the Infinity team
to offer the very best planning advice safe in the
knowledge that the Tilney team is right behind them
to deliver the desired investment result.

investments for clients and many of these have
traditionally only been available to institutional
investors.

At Tilney, we are renowned for the quality of our
investment research and we operate one of the
largest and most experienced teams of research
analysts in the industry. We draw on the expertise
of our research team to select market-leading

Our investment managers, who look after the
portfolios of clients such as you, are all highly
experienced and talented professionals who have
been managing investments for many years. Their
aim is to build a long-term relationship with you
and, naturally, to put your needs first.

Our financial advisers always conduct a full
assessment of our clients’ objectives and work with
them to plot a road map to their financial goals.
With Tilney’s expertise backing us, we’re proud to
offer you an effective investment solution to help
you secure your future.

Achieving the highest standards of professional
service is something we care about deeply and I very
much hope that Tilney can help you by delivering the
service you deserve. Choosing who manages your
money is an important decision – I’m confident that
we can earn your trust.

Trevor Keidan
Managing Director

Chris Woodhouse
Chief Executive

Infinity Financial Solutions

Tilney
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Founded in 2004 Infinity Financial Solutions has
grown consistently to become a leading provider
of expatriate financial services across Asia. The
company services clients from its offices across
the region. Infinity is regulated in Hong Kong and
Malaysia.

With a heritage of more than 180 years, Tilney has
grown to become a leading client investment adviser
to private individuals, charities and personal and
occupational schemes as outsourced investment
manager. Following our recent acquisition of Tilney
Investment Management, the combined group looks
after over US$30 billion of assets, offering a range
of investment services all of which are underpinned
by rigorous research aimed at identifying those
fund managers we believe will deliver long-term
outperformance.

It is our fundamental belief that financial planning
makes life better and the company is dedicated to
providing exceptional service to both our individual
and corporate clients.
The combination of carefully tailored financial
planning and offering our clients a wide range
of options is at the heart of what makes Infinity
different from other financial advisers. We’re
completely independent, so the advice we give is
impartial and unbiased.

Tilney has won numerous awards, including
Stockbroker of the Year for four out of the last five
years, as well as UK Wealth Manager of the Year 2013
as voted by Financial Times and Investors Chronicle.
Headquartered in the city of London, Tilney has over
1000 staff across the UK operating from 30 offices
including five investment management locations.

We’re here to protect, build and maximise your
wealth for the future security of you and your family.

tilney.co.uk

Most of all we want to help you achieve your hopes
and objectives, whatever they may be.
The possibilities are endless.

infinitysolutions.com
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Financial planning and investment management: a division of roles
Across the expatriate community in Asia, it is not
unusual to find disenchantment (or worse) with the
financial services industry. More often than not, the
reason for this is that countless numbers of expats
have invested their hard earned life savings on the
recommendation of a financial adviser and then
found that the results do not live up to the hype.
Time and again investments have failed to deliver
the promised returns and in far too many cases have
lost money.

there in line with both their assets and tolerance
to risk. It is then the investment manager’s job to
manage their money to achieve those results.

Often the reason this happens is because the
investment decisions are being made by the wrong
people. Independent Financial Advisers (IFAs) are
not investment managers. They may have some
knowledge of financial markets but not nearly
enough to manage a portfolio effectively. An
equivalent in the medical world would be like asking
a General Practitioner to carry out heart surgery.
Think about it; your doctor may have excellent
medical knowledge but would you want him in
charge of your complex aortic surgery?

Infinity is the client’s contact point and our primary
role is to ensure that the investment or savings plan
will help the client achieve their overall financial
objectives.

It sounds so obvious but the fact is Infinity and Tilney
lead the market in offering Asia based expatriates a
professional outsourced investment management
service.

Infinity’s role in the process

Over a series of meetings the Infinity consultant
helps the client establish the best investment
solution for their own personal objectives and
situation. This will include analysing the term over
which the investment or savings plan will run,
the right contribution level and the most effective
investment vehicle for their personal circumstances.
The consultant will also explain and assist the client
to assess the level of risk exposure with which they
are comfortable.

It is the same in the financial world when it comes
to investments; the best people to look after them
are specialists who, with high quality research, know
how to allocate assets to maximise returns and
control risk, pick the right funds and fund managers
and buy and sell at the right time.

Once a plan has been drawn up and agreed with
the client Infinity will hand over the portfolio
management to the professionals at Tilney.

In Infinity’s experience most clients are looking for
consistent, above average returns in their savings
coupled with the careful management of the
downside risks. It sounds simple enough but in
today’s complex and often volatile financial markets,
achieving a consistent level of performance over a
sustained period is not easy.

The establishment of a plan is not the end of
Infinity’s role. We will remain the client’s primary
contact and provide regular updates on Tilney
market analysis and decision making. We will also
arrange and host regular visits to Asia by Tilney’s
investment management team to facilitate personal
contact between the client and their investment
managers.

At Infinity we recognise we cannot provide that
expertise in house and what’s more we don’t want
to - it’s not our role. We are financial planners not
investment managers. We believe that financial
planners should concentrate on the client’s
individual objectives and plotting a course to get

Infinity’s consultants will meet regularly with their
personal clients to review the investment and ensure
it continues to meet their needs.
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The key benefits of investing with Infinity and Tilney

Feature
Accessibility

Diversification

Benefit
Regular saving plans start as low as US$320 a month and
lump sums from just US$15,000 meaning award winning
investment management is available to virtually the entire
expat community in Asia
• Produces a smoother path to more consistent returns
• Reduces volatility and downside risks
• Increased upside from top performing asset classes

Full range of risk options

• Five Multi-Asset Portfolios (MAP) and Global Multi-Asset Portfolios
(GMAP) funds available; Aggressive Growth, Growth, Income and
Growth, Income and Defensive.
• Switch between risk level as personal objectives change

Dedicated research team

A strong research team with specialists in each asset class and
in depth analysis of funds and fund managers means your
investment is positioned in the right place at that right time

Available in different
currencies

Portfolios available in US Dollars, UK Sterling or Euros allow
clients to peg their investment to the currency of their choice

Independently measured
returns
24/7 online portfolio
monitoring

ARC is an independent company that monitors the
performance of the leading investment houses creating a
benchmark so investors are able to measure Tilney directly
against the competition.
Continuous client access to up–to-date investment
performance information

Access to the investment
team

Build a personal relationship with your investment manager
through their regular visits to Asia

Exceptional client focused
service

Puts your needs first

Full bespoke management
for major investors

A direct personal relationship with your investment manager
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The four cornerstones of Tilney’s investment philosophy
Tilney’s success as an investment manager is based
on four beliefs that are central to the way clients’
money is invested.

The key decisions affecting the makeup of portfolios
are taken by the Asset Allocation Committee which
meets quarterly to decide whether adjustment is
required to the balance between different asset
classes. The Committee draws on information from
a number of sources including the Chief Investment
Officer, the Research and Investments Teams as well
as research from external sources.

Risk

Risk monitoring is crucial when managing a
portfolio of investments. Tilney ensures the level of
risk taken is appropriate and remains consistent,
however volatile markets may become. Over
many years, the company has developed its own
proprietary systems to assess volatility and monitor
the risk associated with client portfolios.

Tilney has a Star Rating System for investment funds
running from one-star which is a ‘Sell’ through to
five-stars (exceptional). The company’s own research
into the rating of funds is supplemented by over 400
face-to-face interviews with fund managers every
year.

It is central to the construction of portfolios that
the lowest possible risk is taken for the desired
investment outcome.

To supplement the rating of funds themselves, Tilney
has its own unique proprietary research process
into the fund managers. The Manager Research
Index (MRI) combines quantitative, qualitative and
statistical research techniques covering managers’
entire careers and is specifically designed to identify
those managers that have consistently added value
to the funds under their stewardship.

Research

A core belief at Tilney is that better information
leads to better decisions which is why high
quality research underpins every stage of Tilney’s
investment process. Tilney’s research team consists
of 14 full time research analysts with specialists
covering every asset class and an average industry
experience of over 10 years.
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different asset classes varies enormously
over time, highlighting the importance
of asset allocation adjustments.

Active asset allocation

Collective investments

Asset allocation is one of the key drivers of riskadjusted returns. Getting the right balance between
the different asset classes is fundamental to the
overall success of portfolios. The performance of
diverse asset classes varies according to prevailing
economic and market conditions. Adjusting the
relative distribution of different assets within the
portfolios is one of the crucial factors in how Tilney
maximises performance and helps control the
downside risks. The relative distribution of different
types of assets protects the portfolio during periods
of high volatility and allows a smoother return
profile.

Tilney believes that the best stock pickers manage
funds rather than client portfolios. Therefore all
investments within portfolios are in different funds
dedicated to operating within the various asset
classes. Through the research process outlined above,
Tilney identifies the top performing fund managers
in each asset class ensuring that portfolios are
geared to providing the best possible returns.

Portfolios are constructed from seven primary asset
classes: equities, quality bonds, high yield bonds,
property, commodities, hedge funds and cash.
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Decision making process

Investment

Tilney’s portfolios are constructed through a tried
and tested process designed to achieve risk-adjusted
returns based on clients’ agreed level of risk.

Once asset allocation levels are set, decision making
becomes the responsibility of the investment
team. The investment managers place the money
in different funds for each asset class. Great care is
taken to ensure the investments match the exact
proportions that have been set.

Asset allocation
Within every portfolio, the distribution of resources
to be invested in each asset class is decided by
Tilney’s Asset Allocation Committee. The Committee
is chaired by the Chief Investment Officer and is
attended by the most senior representatives of the
investment and research teams as well as other
senior company management. Using both internal
and external intelligence sources the committee
reviews the outlook for world markets and the
macro-economic environment to determine the
relative weightings of each asset class within the
model portfolios.

The choice of which funds to invest in is the
responsibility of the investment managers, however
they draw heavily on the information and data
provided by the research team. The aim is to pick
the ‘best of breed’ top performing fund managers in
each asset class.
The process is continuous, with investment decisions
constantly being undertaken to maintain consistent
and sustained returns regardless of market shifts.

The role of research

Each model has a predetermined range of tolerance
within which holdings in each asset class can move
over the lifetime of the investment. Adjustments
in the relative percentages between the asset
classes are determined at quarterly meetings of the
Committee.

The research team’s role is crucial to good decision
making at every stage. An experienced and
dedicated team of analysts is constantly monitoring
and crunching data in order to provide the Asset
Allocation Committee and the investment team with
the best quality, up-to-date information.

The Asset Allocation Committee takes similar
decisions on how the proportion of equity in the
portfolios should be allocated based on geographical
location and the capitalisation size.

The research team focuses on three different
aspects:
** The macro economic situation and financial

Tilney has always believed that managing portfolio
risk is best achieved through active asset allocation
across equities, bonds and other asset classes. This
‘top-down’ strategic overview is complemented by
shorter-term tactical asset allocation overlays to
exploit specific opportunities and guard against risk.

markets updates.*
This information is vital to the Asset Allocation
Committee’s decision making. Tilney focuses on
long term growth for portfolios, particularly on
how the markets will shift in the future rather
than being concerned about short term volatility
and market noise.
** Fund performance through the Star Rating
System (see page 8)
** Fund Manager career track records (also outlined
on page 8)
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Infinity Client
Investment lump sum or regular savings

Investment: GMAP Fund,
MAP Fund, Model or Bespoke

Research Team
Star Rating System
Manager Research
Index

Asset Allocation Committee

Equities

Quality
Bonds

High Yield
Bonds

Property

Commodities

Hedge
Funds

Best of
Breed Funds

Best of
Breed Funds

Investment Team

Best of
Breed Funds

Best of
Breed Funds

Best of
Breed Funds

Best of
Breed Funds

Tilney Multi-Asset Portfolios or Global Multi-Asset Portfolios
Original Investment + Returns
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Cash

Infinity/ Tilney portfolio options

above. They are carefully balanced to ensure
they meet the criteria set by the asset allocation
committee. Each MAP fund holds between 25 and
35 individual investment funds and as a fund of
funds there is an enormous amount of built in
diversification.

There are four portfolio options available for
investing with Tilney in Asia. All are exclusive
to Infinity clients. Your Infinity consultant can
explain the choice available in more detail and will
recommend the one that best suits your individual
circumstances and objectives.

Every month investors will receive performance
data for their MAP and GMAP funds along with
commentary from the Chief Investment Officer.

For all investment options clients have 24/7 access
to online investment performance monitoring via
Infinity’s COMPAS valuation system.

Model Portfolios

Tilney offers three basic model portfolios specifically
designed for Infinity clients.

Global Multi-Asset Portfolio Funds
(GMAP Funds)

They are categorised as Cautious, Balanced and
Adventurous to offer investors different levels of
exposure to risk .

Global Multi-asset Portfolio (GMAP) funds are
designed for international investors and expats
seeking a global investment strategy that benefits
from the company’s expertise in investment
management.

Models are usually applicable where a particular
investment vehicle limits the choice of available
funds and your consultant will advise whether
a model portfolio is appropriate for your
circumstances.

They consist of five risk-rated funds aimed at
different investor objectives and attitudes to risk.
There are five GMAP funds available, all adjusted
to suit various levels of risk tolerance; Defensive,
Income, Income and Growth, Growth and Aggressive
Growth. Each fund offers a diversified mix of
investments researched by Tilney. GMAP funds are
actively managed by the same team behind Tilney’s
£1 billion UK Multi-asset Portfolio funds.

Bespoke portfolios

Tilney offer Infinity clients bespoke portfolio
management for investments in excess of
US$400,000. These individually customised
investments are not handled in the same way as the
other portfolios, however the underlying investment
principles, including strategic asset allocation, fund
selection and rebalancing portfolios remain the
same.

The GMAP funds are domiciled in the UK but give
international investors access to a global multi-asset
investment strategy. The GMAP funds are US dollardenominated with hedged share classes available for
the euro, sterling, and Swiss franc.

Clients opting for a bespoke portfolio have a more
personal relationship with an individual investment
manager and will discuss their goals and objectives
in some detail. They will have access to their
investment manager via phone calls or Skype and
annually a senior investment manager will visit Asia
and be available for face-to-face meetings. Many of
our bespoke clients visit their personal investment
manager on trips to London.

Multi-Asset Portfolio Funds (MAP Funds)

Multi-asset Portfolio (MAP) funds provide a simple
and convenient way to access a carefully mixed
blend of Tilney’s highly researched top fund choices.
There are five MAP funds available, all adjusted
to suit various levels of risk tolerance; Defensive,
Income, Income and Growth, Growth and Aggressive
Growth. Each fund is open to an investment being
held in US Dollars, UK Sterling or Euros.

The main benefit of bespoke portfolios is that
they allow investors a greater degree of choice
and flexibility which allows them to tailor their
investment to their more precise requirements.

All the funds are carefully constructed following the
research and decision making processes described
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Tilney*Global*Multi-Asset*Portfolios*(GMAP*Funds)*
and*Multi-Asset*Portfolios*(MAP*Funds)

The*Defensive*fund*aims*to*deliver*a*real*return,*ahead*of*cash*over*the*
long*term.*The*fund*can*invest*across*all*asset*classes*and*adopts*a*low*
risk*approach.

Asset*Allocation

Defensive
7

19

20
23

18
13

The*Income*fund*aims*to*deliver*a*real*return,*ahead*of*cash*over*the*
long*term.*It*is*anticipated*that*a*substantial*proportion*of*the*total*
return*will*come*from*income.*The*fund*can*invest*across*all*asset*classes*
and*adopts*a*low*to*moderate*risk*approach.

Asset*Allocation

Income
12
38

18
4
11

14

The*Income*&*Growth*fund*aims*to*deliver*a*real*return,*ahead*of*cash*
over*the*long*term.*The*fund*is*riskier*than*the*Income*fund*but*has*the*
potential*to*give*you*higher*returns.*It*is*anticipated*that*a*substantial*
proportion*of*the*total*return*will*come*from*income.*The*fund*can*
invest*across*all*asset*classes*and*adopts*a*moderate*risk*approach.

Asset*Allocation

Income and Growth
6
18
5

49
9
13

The*Growth*fund*aims*to*deliver*a*real*return,*ahead*of*cash*over*the*
long*term.*The*fund*is*riskier*than*the*Income*&*Growth*Fund*but*has*
the*potential*to*give*you*higher*returns.*The*fund*can*invest*across*all*
asset*classes*and*adopts*a*moderate*risk*approach.

Asset*Allocation

Growth
11

4

4
6
11

64

The*Aggressive*Growth*fund*aims*to*deliver*a*real*return,*ahead*of*cash*
over*the*long*term.*The*fund*is*riskier*than*the*Growth*Fund*but*has*the*
potential*to*give*you*higher*returns.*The*fund*can*invest*across*all*asset*
classes*and*adopts*a*moderate*to*higher*risk*approach.
• Equities
• Hedge
• Property

• Cash
• Quality Bonds
• High Yield Bonds

• Commodities

Asset*allocation*distribution*data*is*accurate*as*at*29*March*2018.
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Asset*Allocation

Aggressive Growth
6

4

4 2

11
73

Monitoring and review
Monitoring and review of investments is
multi-faceted.

portfolios are independently monitored by Asset
Risk Consultants (ARC), an independent investment
consultant of private client managers. ARC measures
Tilney’s actual returns against other leading
discretionary investment managers in the UK based
on comparable portfolios of assets. The comparison
covers investment returns over periods ranging from
three months to five years.

Investors’ online monitoring

Investors have access to their updated portfolios
on a continual basis 24 hours a day, seven days a
week through Infinity’s online account monitoring
service. Once an investment is set up, all clients are
issued with a unique user account and password to
access their information at their own convenience.
In addition, the client can create an unlimited
number of customised reports from the system
giving them all the information they need about the
performance of their investments.

ARC results allow Tilney’s performance to be
measured against its peer group of leading
investment managers.

Tilney’s internal review

Tilney continually monitors the performance of
all model portfolios as well as the performance of
investment funds, shifts in both financial markets
and the macroeconomic environment. On a day-today basis the investment team makes buy and sell
decisions and the Asset Allocation Committee meets
quarterly to review all aspects of the investments
and deliberate as to whether any adjustments
are required. This level of review means clients’
investments are constantly managed to ensure
maximum performance.

Infinity client review

Infinity’s consultants will regularly review portfolios
with clients to not only ensure that the investment
is performing, but also that it continues to meet the
client’s individual needs within their overall financial
plan.

Performance benchmark comparisons

Tilney’s multi-asset portfolios (MAP funds), global
multi-asset portfolios (GMAP funds) and bespoke
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Key Team Members
Trevor Keidan

Managing Director: Infinity Financial Solutions

Trevor was one of the three founders of Infinity in 2004 and has worked tirelessly to build
the company into a regional brand. He is a holder of the Financial Advisers International
Qualification, a member of The Chartered Insurance Institute and holds a number of
regional qualifications.

Ben Bennett

Finance Director: Infinity Financial Solutions

A fellow founder of Infinity, with a financial services career spanning almost three decades
and as many continents, Ben contributes a wealth of experience to Infinity. He specialises
in the financial, regulatory and compliance management.

Chris Godding

Head of Investment Management and Chief Investment Officer: Tilney

Chris Godding has 30 years of investment management experience both as a long-only
and long-short manager. He has managed funds investing in global equities as well
as multi-asset class portfolios and has worked in Toronto, New York and London. His
experience in wealth management includes three years at a multi-family office and nine
years at Morgan Stanley Private Wealth, where he was Chief Investment Officer. He was
appointed Chief Investment Officer of the Tilney Group in 2017.

Lewis Cohen

Investment Director: Tilney

Lewis is a Chartered Fellow of the Chartered Institute for Securities & Investment and
joined Tilney from Charles Stanley, where he was an Investment Manager. Prior to this he
worked at Barclays Wealth and has over 10 years’ industry experience.

Mark Ommanney

Business Development Director: Tilney

Mark has spent 35 years in the Financial Services Industry, initially with the International
Financial Services company, Sun Life of Canada, where he became Sales Director. He moved
to the Personal Finance Society, which is the UK’s professional body for Financial Advisers,
as CEO before joining Tilney. Mark’s main focus is working with international independent
financial advisory firms serving the expatriate community.
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